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Abstract
It is shown that in general the energy E and the Hamiltonian H of matter elds
on the black hole exterior play dierent roles. H is a generator of the time evolution
along the Killing time while E enters the rst law of black hole thermodynamics.
For non-minimally coupled elds the dierence H− E is not zero and is a Noether
charge Q analogous to that introduced by Wald to dene the black hole entropy. If
elds vanish at the spatial boundary, Q is reduced to an integral over the horizon.
The analysis is carried out and an explicit expression for Q is found for general
dieomorphism invariant theories. As an extension of the results by Wald et al, the




There may be two denitions of the energy of matter elds on an external time indepen-






−gd3xT 00 ; (1.1)
where t is a hypersurface of a constant time t = const, g is the determinant of the metric
tensor g of the background space-time






















where L(m) is the Lagrangian of elds , and _ are the time derivatives of .
The energies E(m) and H(m) do not depend on t (or on the choice of the hypersurface
t) provided  obey the equations of motion and vanish at the spatial boundary Ct of t
or at asymptotic innity. It can be shown that E(m) and H(m) either coincide or dier by
a surface term on Ct. In the most physical situations, however, the boundary conditions
can be chosen in such a way to eliminate the boundary terms and make E(m) and H(m)
equal.
The black holes are an exclusion from this rule. For a system in the black hole exterior,
the surfaces t meet at the bifurcation surface  of the black hole horizon. It is important
that  is an internal boundary of t where elds obey no conditions but regularity. Thus,
if E(m) and H(m) dier by a surface term the contribution from  cannot be eliminated.
On a static black hole background one can write




where  is the surface gravity of the Killing horizon and Q is an integral over . Later










Here R is the Riemann tensor of the background space-time and p, l are two unit
mutually orthogonal vectors normal to . It follows from (1.5) that Q is not zero when
elds have couplings with the curvature in the Lagrangian.
Because E(m) andH(m) are dierent they are related to the dierent physical properties
of the system. According to (1.3),H(m) is associated to the generator of the time evolution.
1We follow conventions of book [1]
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The energy E(m) is obtained from the observable stress-energy tensor and should be a
physical energy of elds  on t. In the case of a black hole, the role of E(m) as the physical
energy becomes evident after examining the rst law of black hole thermodynamics. In
the Einstein gravity the variation of the mass M of a black hole under small excitation of




A+ E(m) ; (1.6)
where G is the Newton constant and A is the surface area of of the horizon.
Thus, in case of black holes, H(m) is related to the time evolution while E(m) is related
to the thermodynamical properties of the system. For the sake of simplicity we call H(m)
and E(m) the Hamiltonian and the energy, respectively.
It should be noted that the dierence between E(m) and H(m) may be crucial. For
instance, this dierence draw an attention under studying statistical-mechanical inter-
pretation of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy in the models of induced gravity [3]-[5].
Non-minimal couplings of the constituent elds with the curvature are an important fea-
ture of these models. As was shown in [4], [5], the Noether charge Q, Eq. (1.5), is not
trivial in such models and appears in the formula for the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy
SBH
SBH = SSM −Q ; (1.7)
where SSM is the statistical-mechanical (or entanglement) entropy of the constituents.
According to Eq. (1.6), the spectrum of the black hole mass M can be related to the
spectrum of the energy E(m) of the constituents. On the other hand, to calculate SSM one
uses the spectrum of the Hamiltonian H(m). These two facts were used in [5] to explain
the subtraction of Q in Eq. (1.7).
The present paper has two aims. The rst one is to carry out a general analysis of
the energy and the Hamiltonian in dieomorphism invariant theories on an external black
hole background and derive an expression for Q (which is reduced to Eq. (1.5) in the
particular case). This also implies studying stationary geometries with axial symmetry
and corresponding dierent denitions of the angular momentum of the system. Our
second aim is to demonstrate that H(m) and E(m) play dierent roles and prove an analog
of variational formula (1.6) for black holes in arbitrary dieomorphism invariant theories
of gravity.
It should be noted that Q is closely related to the Noether charge which was introduced
by Wald [6] for description of the black hole entropy and studied in Refs. [7]{[9]. In many
respects our consideration will be parallel to that of work by Iyer and Wald [7].
2This variational formula can be found, for instance, in book [2]. We omit in (1.6) the term proportional
to T g by assuming that it is of the second order in perturbations.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the Noether charge construction
[6],[7]. The denition of E(m) and H(m) and a general form of Q are given in Section 3.
In Section 4 we prove that our denition of H(m) gives the generator of time translations.
Then, in Section 5 we obtain a generalization of variational formula (1.6) for the energy
E(m). Our comments regarding axisymmetric space-times and an extension of the results
to rotating black holes can be found in Section 6. We nish with a summary and a brief
discussion in Section 7.
2 Review of the Noether charge and black hole en-
tropy
We begin with a dieomorphism invariant theory of gravity which includes matter elds
. It is assumed that  may have tensor and spinor indices. We suppose that the system is
dened on a space-timeM with a time-like boundary @M. The matter elds are assumed
to vanish at the past and future innities. The dynamical equations of the theory are









−hd3xB[g; ] : (2.1)
Here L[g; ] is the Lagrangian of the theory which can be represented as a function of
metric g , Riemann tensor R, matter elds  and symmetrized covariant derivatives
of R and . (For the proof see Ref. [7].) h is the determinant of the metric induced














Quantities E and E depend on the background elds g and  only. The components
 of a one-form depend on the background elds, variations , g and their covariant












takes place for given boundary conditions3. Here u is a unit inward-pointing vector
normal to the boundary @M. The action has an extremum when g and  obey the
equations
E = 0 ; (2.4)
E = 0 : (2.5)
Equation (2.5) is the equation of motion of the matter elds. Consider now an innitesimal
transformation of coordinates and elds
x0 = x − (x) ; (2.6)
3Note that Eq. (2.3) is necessary but not sucient condition to x the functional B.
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0(x) = (x) + L(x) ; (2.7)
g0(x) = g(x) + Lg(x) ; (2.8)
where L is the Lie derivative along the vector eld . When (x) has a compact





−gd4x [E Lg + EL+r(
()− L)] +O(2) ; (2.9)
where
()  (Lg;L) : (2.10)
In a dieomorphism invariant theory I = 0 and each coordinate transformation gener-
ates a Noether current
J() = ()− L (2.11)
which conserves
rJ() = 0 (2.12)
provided if equations of motion (2.4), (2.5) are satised. By taking into account that (2.12)
holds for any (x) one can prove [10] that there is such a tensor Q() = −Q() that
J() = rQ
() : (2.13)
The quantity Q() is called the Noether potential. The integral over a two-dimensional
surface 




is called the Noether charge. Here c is a normalization constant which will be xed later.
Suppose now thatM is a stationary asymptotically flat black hole background. Denote
by  a Killing vector
 = t + ΩH’
 ; (2.15)
where t is a time-like Killing vector corresponding to time translations of the system and
’ is a Killing vector corresponding to rotations. The coecient ΩH coincides with the
angular velocity near the horizon where 2 = 0. The bifurcation surface  is determined
by the condition  = 0.
The total energy M and angular momentum J of the system conserve. On equations
of motion (2.4) and (2.5) these quantities are reduced to surface integrals on a two-














−g00, γ is the metric induced on Ct, and n is the future-directed unit
vector normal to t. When t is an innite surface we will write C1 instead of Ct for
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the boundary at asymptotic innity. By following [7] we assume that ’ is everywhere
tangent at C1. One can show [7] that in the Einstein gravity the boundary function B
can be chosen so that M , calculated at C1, coincides with the ADM mass of the black
hole.
Hypersurfaces of constant time t intersect at the bifurcation surface  of the Killing








where  is the surface gravity of the horizon and l and p are unit mutually orthogonal
vectors normal to . We assume that l is inward-pointing and p is future-directed
vectors normalized as l2 = −p2 = 1. The important result by Wald [6] relates the
variation of the integral (2.18) on  to the variation of the total energy and momentum
computed on Ct. Namely,
M = THS + ΩHJ ; (2.19)
where TH = =(2). This equation can be interpreted as a rst law of black hole ther-
modynamics (mechanics) in a general dieomorphism invariant theory of gravity. The
quantity TH is associated to the temperature of a black hole, and S plays the role of the
black hole entropy. Formula (2.19) holds when the background elds are the solutions
of Eqs. (2.4), (2.5) while variations g and  obey the linearized equations of motion.
Note that it is not required that g and  preserve the symmetries of the background
solutions (i.e., that their Lie derivatives along  vanish).
The explicit form of S is determined the general structure of the Noether potential
found out by Iyer and Wald [7]
Q() = 2Er +W
 ; (2.20)
where the quantities E and W  do not depend on . The second term in (2.20)






The quantity E is [7]











Here m is the highest derivative of the Riemann tensor in the Lagrangian L of the theory,
and symbol r(γ1:::rγm) denotes symmetrization of the covariant derivatives. The par-
tial derivatives in (2.23) are uniquely xed by requiring them to have the same tensor
symmetries as varied quantities.
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It should be noted that there is a freedom in the denition of the Noether potential
Q. First, one can add to the Lagrangian L a total derivative r 4. As a result, Q
changes as
Q() =  −  : (2.24)
Second, Eq. (2.9) does not determine the Noether current (2.11) uniquely. One can add
to J() the term rY , where Y  = −Y  is linear in the varied elds. This results
in a change of the potential
Q() = Q(g; ;Lg;L) : (2.25)
Finally, Eq. (2.13) allows the freedom to add the term
Q() = rZ
 ; (2.26)
where Z is a totally antisymmetric tensor. It is important that the black hole entropy
S is dened on the bifurcation surface  where  = 0 and so adding terms (2.24) and
(2.25) to the potential does not change S. Regarding term (2.26), it vanishes in S because
 is a closed surface.
3 Energy and Hamiltonian of matter elds
Let us dene now the energy and the Hamiltonian of matter elds on an external gravi-
tational background. We start with the total action (2.1) and split it onto two parts


















−hd3xB(m)[g; ] : (3.3)
Functional I(g) represents a pure gravitational action without the matter ("in vacuum"),
while I(m) is the action of matter elds  in an external gravitational eld g . Without
loss of generality we assume that
I(m)[g;  = 0] = 0 : (3.4)
According to Eq. (3.1), the form (), introduced in (2.2), can be written as
() = (g)() + 

(m)() : (3.5)
4This addition does not change equations of motion (2.4), (2.5). However, it is equivalent to a
modication of the boundary functional B by the term u on @M. This modication must not violate
the variational procedure of the action I, otherwise it results in a change of the boundary conditions
imposed on the elds.
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The quantities (g)() and 

(m)() are determined by the higher order derivatives of g , 




(m)() are linear in variations
Lg and L .
Note that equations of motion (2.5) of the elds  are determined by the variation of






= E = 0 : (3.6)
Consider now dieomorphism transformations (2.6){(2.8) in the matter action. By assum-































; = 0 : (3.9)
On equations of motion (3.6) the divergence of T  vanishes5
T  ; = 0 : (3.10)
Thus, there is a conservation law
rJ

(m)() = 0 ; (3.11)






Let us emphasize that for Eq. (3.11) to hold only equations of matter elds (3.6) are
required while the background metric g can be arbitrary. Thus, J

(m)() is the Noether
current of the matter in an external gravitational eld.
Suppose now that the background space M is invariant with respect to time transla-
tions dened by the Killing vector eld t. Let t be the surface of the constant time t






5Indeed, it follows from (3.9) that for any  the quantity T ; should be the divergence of a vector.





T td ; (3.14)
where d is the future-directed vector of the volume element on t
6. We call the
functionals H(m) and E(m) the Hamiltonian and the energy, respectively.
Let us note that the forms (m)(t) depend on the variations of the elds  only. Vari-
ations of the background metric vanish Ltg = 0. It is easy to see that denition of
E(m) coincides with standard formula (1.1). To justify the denition of the Hamiltonian
let us consider a theory with non-degenerate Lagrangian L(m) which does not contain the










where _ = d=dt. By taking into account (3.15) and the identities N~h1=2 =
p
−g,
tn = −N one obtains H(m) in the standard form (1.3). In the next Section we will show
explicitly that H(m) corresponds to the generator of canonical evolution of the matter
elds along the Killing time t.








When  = t one can verify the conservation laws
rj

(m)(t) = 0 ; rq

(m)(t) = 0 ; (3.17)
which follow from equations (3.10){(3.12). Equations (3.17) imply that the energy E(m)
and the Hamiltonian H(m) do not change when the surface t undergoes variations of a





are zero7 E(m) and H(m) do not depend on the time parameter t which labels the foliation
t.
Let us nd now the relation between the Hamiltonian and the energy. According to
Eq. (3.12),











Then Eq. (3.18) can be rewritten as





6d = n~h1=2d3x where ~h is the Jacobian of the metric on t and n
 is the unit vector orthogonal
to t, n = (−N; 0; 0; 0).
7Here dB is the vector of the volume element of the boundary surface @M. The boundary terms
vanish, for instance, when @M is at asymptotic innity and the elds decay fast enough in this region.
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Here Ct is the boundary of t, i.e., the intersection of t and @M. As in Eqs. (2.16),
(2.17), u is a unit inward normal of @M and n is future-directed normal of t. (Both
vectors are unit mutually othogonal normals of surface Ct). The quantity in r.h.s. of
(3.20) is a Noether charge dened with respect to the surface Ct and the Killing vector t
.
Therefore, we proved that the dierence of the energy and the Hamiltonian is a surface
term. In many physical situationsM has the topology Rt and the surface Ct is chosen
at the spatial innity. If the elds rapidly decay at innity the boundary term in r.h.s of
(3.20) vanishes and H(m) and E(m) coincide.
Consider the case of black hole space-times. In this instance we assume that the space-
time is static and the Killing vector t = 0 on the bifurcation surface . All surfaces t
of the foliation meet at . Although  plays a role of the inner boundary of t the elds
subject no conditions on this surface except regularity. The region of M between  and
@M is an exterior region of a black hole which has the topology R2  . For the black
hole exterior relation (3.20) can be written as









where l and p are normals of  dened as in Eq. (2.18). The last term in r.h.s.
disappears when elds vanish on Ct and one gets





Thus, we can conclude that the energy and the Hamiltonian are always dierent for the
theories where the Noether potential Q(m)(t) at the bifurcation surface is not zero.
In fact, an explicit expression for the Noether charge in r.h.s. of (3.22) follows from
a consideration similar to that of Section 2. First, let us note that the only dierence
between the forms of the Noether current for matter elds J(m)(), Eq. (3.12), and the
current of the complete theory J(), Eq. (2.11), is the term −T  in J

(m)(). The
matter current does not include the derivatives of the vector  higher than the third





(m)  ; (3.23)
where quantities E(m) and W

(m) depend on the background elds only. Here Q

(m) is
presented in the same form as Q , see (2.20). Because the second term in r.h.s. of (3.23)
vanishes on  we nd from (3.22)









8Note that potentials Q(m) andQ
 have dierent signs. Such a dierence is a matter of our convention
of the denition of J(m). We follow Refs. [4],[5] where this convention was used rst.
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To obtain Eqs. (3.24) and (3.25) we took into account that t; = (pl − pl) on ,
where  is the surface gravity of the Killing horizon. Obviously, the tensor E(m) does not
depend on the presence of the term −T  in J

(m). This implies that E

(m) has precisely
the same form as the tensor E in Q(). Thus, as follows from (2.22),
E(m) = X^
L(m) : (3.26)
L(m) is the Lagrangian of matter elds, see (3.3), and the operator X^
 is dened by
(2.23).
According to equations (3.24){(3.26), a necessary condition for the energy to dier
from the Hamiltonian is the presence of non-minimal couplings of matter elds with the
curvature of the space-time. To put it in another way, L(m) has to depend on R and its
derivatives. In the case when L(m) does not include the derivatives of R the Noether
charge Q(m) takes simple form (1.5).
By comparing Eqs. (2.21), (2.22) with (3.25), (3.26) one makes another observation:
the charge Q(m) is the contribution of the matter elds to the entropy of a black hole.
Indeed, it follows from the decomposition of the total action onto gravitational and matter
parts, Eqs. (3.1){(3.3), that the black hole entropy is represented as
S = S(g) + S(m) ; (3.27)
S(m) = −Q(m) : (3.28)






d2zE(g) plpl ; (3.29)
E(g) = X^
L(g) : (3.30)
Also, it should be noted that the Noether potential Q(m) is not determined uniquely.
It changes, for instance, when one adds a total divergence to the matter Lagrangian
L(m). Possible changes of Q

(m) are analogous to changes of Q
 and are described by Eqs.
(2.24){(2.26). It is important, however, that the charge Q(m) is dened on the bifurcation
surface  and does not depend on this freedom.
Finally, let us emphasize that in the above analysis we assumed that the space-time is
static. A generalization of these results to stationary axisymmetric spacetimes including
rotating black holes will be given in Section 6.
4 H(m) as a generator of canonical transformations
In what follows we study properties of the Hamiltonian H(m) and the energy E(m). In
this section we prove that H(m) is the generator of the canonical transformation of the
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system along the Killing time t. To dene generators of canonical transformations of a
eld system on a curved background we choose the formalism developed by DeWitt in
[11].
Let us rst assume that M has the topology R  t. We also suppose that elds
vanish fast enough at t! 1 and consider "observables" which are functionals of  on
M. The Poisson bracket of two "observables" represented by functionals A[] and B[]










Here ~G is the Pauli-Jordan function of the theory which is expressed in terms of the
advanced, G+, and retarded, G−, Green functions
~G(x; y) = G+(x; y)−G−(x; y) : (4.2)




G(y; z) = −(4)(x− z) ; (4.3)
and additional conditions which in local theories are
G+(x; y) = 0 ; tx > ty ; (4.4)
G−(x; y) = 0 ; tx < ty : (4.5)
where tx, ty are the time coordinates of the points x and y, respectively. We assume that
2I(m)=
2 is a non-degenerate operator and G can be uniquely dened by Eq. (4.3)
under chosen boundary conditions9. A simple example which illustrates (4.3) is a theory
of a free massive non-minimally coupled scalar eld described by the action






(r)2 +m22 + R2

: (4.6)
For this theory equations (4.3) are reduced to
(rr −m
2 − R)G(x; y) = −(−g(x))−1=2(4)(x− y) : (4.7)
As follows from (4.1), the Poisson bracket of two elds (x) and (y) is
((x); (y)) = ~G(x; y) : (4.8)
In quantum theory this relation is replaced by the commutator (or anticommutator) of
the corresponding operators
[^(x); ^(y)] = i ~G(x; y) : (4.9)
9Our analysis can be also carried out for degenerate operators which appear in gauge theories. The
problem of singular operators is resolved by imposing gauge conditions [11]. Because there are no other
changes we do not pay here a special attention to this case.
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We demonstrate now that H(m), as dened by Eq. (3.13), is the generator of canonical
transformations of the form (x) = Lt(x). Let us x the hypersurface t in (3.13) at
some constant time t and split the action onto two parts
I(m)[g; ] = I
+
(m)[g; ] + I
−
(m)[g; ] : (4.10)
Functionals I(m) are dened in the regions M
 of M. Points of M+ andM− are in the









−hd3xB(m)[g; ] : (4.11)
Note that M have two boundaries: the time-like boundary @M and t. By using




















= 0 : (4.12)












and the boundary terms on @M are canceled. From (4.12) we nd thatZ
M
p
−gd4xELt = H(m) : (4.14)
Let us make a variation of the both parts of (4.14) over the eld  and replace afterwords










We can consider (4.15) as an equation which denes Lt. By using denition (4.3) and








where the signs "" correspond to the eld Lt in the regions M. Finally, by taking
into account (4.2) we have
Lt(x) = ((x);H(m)) ; (4.17)
where the Poisson bracket is dened by (4.1). As a consequence, variation with time of







Lt(x) = (A;H(m)) : (4.18)
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Therefore, we demonstrated that H(m) coincides with the generator of the canonical trans-
formations along the Killing time t. As was shown in [11], the formalism based on using
brackets (4.1) is equivalent to the standard canonical formalism. According to (4.9), in a
quantized theory Eq. (4.17) becomes
iLt^(x) = [^(x); H^(m)] (4.19)
which is the standard relation.
Generalization of this formalism to black hole space-times requires some care because
the surface t has the internal boundary  where the Killing vector t
 vanishes. To avoid
this complication let us consider the surface t which is obtained from t by cutting the
region near . We thus assume that t has an inner boundary which lies near  at a
proper distance , where  is a small parameter. The foliation of the surfaces t with
dierent t represents a region M with an inner boundary B near the Killing horizon.












The last term in r.h.s. of (4.20) is the contribution from the inner boundary, u is inward
pointing normal of B. One can now take the limit  ! 0 in (4.20). In this limit H(m)
coincides with the Hamiltonian dened on t. When  tends to zero,
p
−h ’  on B and
(4.20) is reduced to (4.14). Thus, in the presence of a Killing horizon Eq. (4.17) preserves
its form and H(m) does generate canonical transformations along t.
By using relation (3.24) it is not dicult to predict what will be the eld equations if
one tries to determine the time evolution by the energy rather than by the Hamiltonian.
The Poisson bracket of E(m) with  contains an extra term which comes out from the
bracket of  and Q(m). The Pauli-Jordan function ~G vanishes outside the light cone. For
this reason, for the eld in the black hole exterior the extra term is not zero only on the
horizon. Thus, the time evolution generated by the energy is dierent from that generated
by the Hamiltonian. The former corresponds to equations of motion modied by the term
which can be interpreted as a specic interaction of elds with the horizon due to the
non-minimal coupling.
5 E(m) and black hole thermodynamics
We now show that E(m) is the energy of matter elds which is related to thermodynamical
properties of a black hole. To this aim we compare a black hole with zero matter elds (an
analog of a vacuum conguration) to the corresponding black hole with "excited" elds
. We will assume that the contribution of the elds is so small that the back reaction
eect can be described by linearized equations. In what follows we denote with a bar all
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quantities for a black hole with  6= 0. Let M and M be the mass of a black hole with












where I(g) is pure gravitational part (3.2) of the action and T
 is the stress-energy tensor
(3.8) of matter elds. Note, we consider only equations for the metric, but do not require
matter elds to obey the equations of motion.












gR = 8GT  : (5.4)
For a black hole in vacuum, T  = 0 and S = S(g), where S(g) is determined by Eq. (3.29).
When matter elds are present T  6= 0 and the vacuum black hole metric g changes
to g . The variation of a matter eld from zero to some value  has two eects: the
black hole mass M changes to M and the black hole entropy S(g) changes to S(g). In the
Einstein gravity S(g) = A=(4G) and matter elds result in a change of the area A of the
black hole horizon. The total entropy when  6= 0 is S = S(g) + S(m), where S(m) is the
contribution of the matter elds due to the non-minimal coupling.
Our aim now is to nd the relation between variation of M and S(g) and the energy
E(m) of the elds. We assume that t is an innite hypersurface and elds vanish at
spatial innity. First, let us note that according to (2.13) and (2.16) the black hole mass























γd2y B N : (5.5)
The total entropy S is dened by (2.18). By using Eqs. (3.13) and (3.20) we get


















γd2y B N : (5.6)
We can now use the fact that, according to Eqs. (3.1) and (3.5)
J(t) = (g)(t) +
(m)(t)− t
(L(g) + L(m)) : (5.7)
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From (3.28) and (5.7) it follows that














γd2y B N : (5.8)
Let us compare this expression to that when  = 0. One easily nds that






















Where  denotes the dierence between the quantities corresponding to the two black
hole solutions. For instance, M = M −M , S(g) = S(g) − S(g).
To proceed with (5.9) we neglect by all terms which are of the second order and higher
in the variation of the black hole metric g = g − g . By taking into account Eqs.


























where we used the fact that td = −
p
−gd3x. Obviously, the rst term in the r.h.s. of
(5.10) can be neglected because it is of the second order in perturbations.
Other terms in Eq. (5.9) can be also transformed. Note that the vacuum metric is




























































In the last line we took into account that contribution from the bifurcation surface ,
where t = 0, is zero. We also assume that ut = 0 on C1. Matter elds vanish at C1.












As a result of (5.12) and (5.13), Eq. (5.9) is reduced to







In the given approximation, E(m) = E(m). From the condition t = 0 on  it also follows




S(g) + E(m) : (5.15)
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This is the direct generalization of Eq. (1.6) of black hole thermodynamics in the Einstein
gravity to arbitrary dieomorphism invariant theories. Let us emphasize that variations
of the metric in (5.15) should obey the linearized equations but they are not required to
be static.
The quantity S(g) depends only on geometrical characteristics of the black hole solution
and it can be interpreted as the proper black hole entropy. As distinct from S(g), the
entropy S depends on the non-minimal couplings on the horizon and it is not a pure
black hole characteristic. Equation (5.15) is an analogue of the rst law of black hole
thermodynamics (mechanics) [13]. It relates the change of the total mass M to the
change of the entropy S(g) and the energy E(m) of the matter in the black hole exterior.
It also follows from (5.15) that the energy E(m) can be found by studying the back-
reaction eects caused by excitations of matter elds. To this aim, one has to nd the
variation of the black hole mass at spatial innity and determine the variation of the
geometry near the black hole horizon. To put it in another way: the energy E(m) connects
the change of the black hole mass M with the change of the proper black hole entropy, i.e.
the quantity at spatial innity with the quantity at the horizon.
It should be emphasized that in derivation of (5.15) only equations of motion for the
metric were used. The matter elds were assumed to be weak but arbitrary. Thus, Eq.
(5.15) is a generalization of the rst law (2.19) to the case where matter elds are o
shell.
6 Rotating black hole space-times
We now comment on a generalization of our results to space-timesM with axial symmetry
and to the case of rotating black holes in particular. Let ’ be a Killing vector which
generates rotations. A conserved charge associated to the rotational symmetry is the
angular momentum of the system. In the analogy with the Hamiltonian and the energy
it is possible to give two dierent denitions of the angular momentum of matter elds






and the angular momentum J E(m) dened in terms of the stress-energy tensor
J E(m) = −
Z
t
T ’d : (6.2)
Note that the form (m)(’) depends only on the variations L’ of the matter elds.
Variations of the background metric vanish L’g = 0. It follows from (3.12) that the
dierence between two angular momenta is determined by the Noether current J(m)(’)








For a space-time without horizons the canonical angular momentum J C(m) is the generator
of rotations along the vector ’. The proof of this fact is analogous to the proof that
H(m) generates time translations, see Section 4.
When M is a black hole space-time 10 additional comments are in order. The black
hole horizon is determined as a region where the Killing vector  = t + ΩH’
 is null.
(Here ΩH is the angular velocity of the horizon). The bifurcation surface  is a region
where  = 0. The black hole horizon is inside of the static limit surface Sst on which the
Killing vector t is null. Sst is the boundary of the ergosphere where t
 is space-like. Inside
the ergosphere H(m) and E(m) cannot be interpreted as an energy. For this reason, instead
of these quantities it is more appropriate to consider the conserved charges corresponding











T d = E(m) − ΩHJ
E
(m) : (6.5)
The quantity GC(m) is the generator of canonical transformations along the Killing eld




(m); (x)) : (6.6)
Generalization of relation (3.24) to the case of rotating black holes is
GC(m) − G
E








When the elds vanish on the spatial boundary, the Noether charge Q(m) is given by Eq.
(3.25).
Finally, one can nd a generalization of the rst law (5.15). By assuming that C1 is




S(g) + ΩHJ + E(m) − ΩHJ
E
(m) : (6.8)
To prove this one has to repeat the analysis of Section 5 by replacing E(m) by G(m) and t
by . From (6.8), we see that the angular momentum J E(m) together with the energy is
related to thermodynamical properties of a black hole.
7 Summary and discussion
We have shown that the two denitions of the energy of matter elds in the presence of
a black hole correspond to dierent objects. The Hamiltonian H(m) is the generator of
the time evolution, while the energy E(m) is the quantity which appears in the rst law
10For a discussion of rotating black holes see Refs. [1] and [2].
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of black thermodynamics. The dierence between H(m) and E(m) is the Noether charge
Q(m) which is not zero when elds are non-minimally coupled. We derived a formula for
Q(m) valid for an arbitrary dieomorphism invariant theory and demonstrated its relation
to the Noether charge introduced by Wald [6]. As a by product, we found out the rst
law of black hole thermodynamics in case of weak o-shell matter elds. This may be
considered as a further development of the results obtained in Refs. [6],[7]. Equations
(5.15) and (6.8) may be especially useful for studying black hole thermodynamics in the
presence of quantum elds, i.e. with the renormalized quantum stress-energy tensor in
the r.h.s. of (5.1).
Now a comment about another possible application of these results is in order. As
we pointed out, non-minimally coupled elds are crucial for constructing ultraviolet nite
models of induced gravity. Calculations of [3],[5] show that the entropy SBH of a static
black hole in induced gravity is related to statistical-mechanical entropy SSM and the
Noether charge of non-minimally coupled constituents by Eq. (1.7). This can be explained
as follows [4]. The black hole entropy is connected with the spectrum of the black hole
mass M . According to Eq. (5.15), if the geometry near the horizon is xed the spectrum
of M is equivalent to the spectrum of the energy of matter elds. On the other hand,
SSM is computed by using the canonical Hamiltonian. Thus, the entropies SBH and SSM
are related to the dierent energies and for this reason they do not coincide.
Our results give a strong support to the above interpretation of formula (1.7). The
results concern arbitrary dieomorphysm invariant theories and suggest that Eq. (1.7) is
universal and does not depend on the choice of the concrete induced gravity model. If
the model is ultraviolet nite SBH and SSM always dier by the Noether charge of non-
minimally coupled constituents. Moreover, by taking into account the results of Section 6,
we may speculate that (1.7) holds for rotating black holes as well. It would be interesting
to check this hypothesis by computations.
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